Connectivity with ADHEAR

Several DAI cables are available for ADHEAR: short (45cm), long (100cm), each unilateral and bilateral. These cables have a 3.5mm plug which can be used with many audio sources.

By default, P3 and P4 are the programs in which direct audio input (DAI) is possible. The hearing care professional may individualize the configuration to allow DAI in other programs.

When a cable, telecoil unit or FM receiver is plugged into the audio input socket of ADHEAR, correct orientation of the connector is essential. The dot on the connector must face in the direction of the base of ADHEAR. Streaming is possible when the connector is attached upside down, but the sound quality is poor.

Direct Connect to an Audio Source

**HOW:** Plug in your chosen cable. Place ADHEAR. Connect the cable directly to your phone, tablet or mp3 player. Switch to your DAI program. Press play on your device. For changes in volume, you may adjust from your device for greatest impact.

**TIP:** When wearing ADHEAR on the left side, an angled adapter cable is recommended.

**TIP:** The DAI program(s) may have your microphones enabled or disabled. Work with your hearing care professional to figure out which is best for use in different situations.

Direct Connect to a Bluetooth Receiver

**HOW:** Plug in your chosen cable. Place ADHEAR. Connect the cable directly to the audio jack on the third-party Bluetooth receiver, which should be paired to the smart device (phone or tablet). Clip the receiver to your clothing, switch to your DAI program. Press play on your device and enjoy hands-free audio streaming.

**TIP:** Consider the short audio cable for use with Bluetooth receivers.

Accessing Telecoil Technology

ADHEAR may be used with a suitable telecoil receiver that has a BA pin.

**HOW:** Attach the compatible telecoil receiver unit to ADHEAR. Place ADHEAR. Switch to your DAI program and access the looped room, or sound from a neckloop receiver.

Using ADHEAR with FM Systems

ADHEAR will work directly with any FM receiver with the BA pin.

3 pin-euro plug FM receivers may be connected to ADHEAR using the FM Adapter Cable.

**HOW:** Attach the FM Adapter Cable to ADHEAR. Connect the FM receiver to the adapter. Switch to your DAI program, and access the FM signal. The BTE Attachment Clip may be used as a fixation option.